Objectives of the workshop:
● Presentation of the initiatives under the Infrastructure, Cities and Local Action Track
● Feedbacks and assessments according to the set of criteria

14h30 – 14h45: Opening remarks
Co-Chairs:
● Turkey
● Kenya
● UN-Habitat
Moderation:
● EOSG

14h45 – 18h00: Presentation of the initiatives and discussions

BUILDINGS SUBTRACK
● Zero Net Emissions Buildings for All
● Q&A and Discussions

TRANSPORT SUBTRACK
● Zero emissions vehicles
● Q&A and Discussions

ADAPTATION SUBTRACK
● Building the resilience for the Urban Poor
● Q&A and Discussions

DECENTRALIZED FINANCE SUBTRACK
● “City Link”
● Green Cities Development Bank
● Q&A and Discussions

SUBNATIONAL MOBILIZATION
● TBC
Questions to guide the discussions – Examples:

- What are the identified gaps and which solutions to overcome them?
- How could the national level help to create the right enabling frameworks to scale these initiatives?
- How can subnational mobilization help to reinforce this initiative?
- Which key stakeholders would need to be mobilized in the coming weeks?

18h00 – 18h30: Concluding remarks and next steps